**BearBuy 19.3 Updates**

**Vouchers to Invoices:** The 19.3 upgrade now refers to vouchers as *invoices*.
**Documents/Orders Search Bar:** The Search Bar located on the left hand side of the BearBuy landing page will now say **Orders** instead of **Documents**.

**From Simple Search to Quick Search for Documents/Orders:** The appearance for the Simple Search bar under Document Search has been changed and is now called **Quick Search** in 19.3’s Orders Search.
Current

19.3
Documents/Orders Advanced Search: The appearance for the Advanced Search under Document Search has been changed and is now displayed as Search All Orders in 19.3’s Orders Search.
Other Features in 19.3

Movable Columns When Searching Orders: When hovering over column headers as you search for an order, dots (•) will appear next to the column title of your choice. These dots will allow you to drag the column accordingly.

Created Date: Last 90 Days - Default: When searching for orders, the Created Date filter is defaulted to show orders within the Last 90 Days.